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what we advocated, but it doesn't seem like home. What confusion!"
"What, Monsieur?"
"Look at that young man," he said, gesturing towards a man on the
sidewalk. "His cap, coat, necktie, trousers and shoes are all different
in style, and probably of different origin, too* But huh—he seems proud
to wear such clothes* And there are very few topknots left/*
Saionji saw a few pretty girls strolling by. There were no changes
in their costumes; Their hairdrcss, with the straight, long, lacquer-
black hair fastened by a comb and a pin in flower design, was the same
as always, and their kimonos of subdued striped stuff, covering even
the ankle, had long sleeves, and the sashes around their chests were
tied at the back. Their wooden clogs, striking the pavement with
rhythmic sounds, made Saionji feel much at home. He studied the
familiar profilcs-from the forehead to the upper lip, an almost un-
broken line*
While Saionji meditated, the driver's enthusiasm was overwhelming
Komyoji: "Dm-mr, since the Go-Issbhi things have changed so fast
and in every way* Now we can buy anything we want to, if we have
the money to pay for it. Clothes, food, amusement-tickets, and hun-
dreds of other things. We can go any place we want to-"
Komyoji too was eagerly studying the city. "Say, bx$hxy(t> are there
any people that you know of who lost their jobs because of Go~hshin?
That is, after the government came into power,"
"Yes* ZXi»-fffl, many people, but they got new jobs. Among us, the
former kngohki lost their palanquins, but they now have jinrikishas
or horse-carriages, So it goes, Good times have conic to Nippon, I re-
member when-11
He went on and on, explaining the situation, and frequently
Komyoji remarked, UI sec,"
"Oh, Dmr-Mz, there is another good thing. See, now even we can
talk about politics. We even know of the fight between Councillor
Oleum* and the other Councillor of State. We get the news the day
after it happens. It's very exciting."
Saionji heard Komyoji ask, "How is that?"
"We have newspapers. They tell us everything."
"Can you read the paper?"
"NO, Offf-mr."
He laughed aloud, Offended, the driver turned away,
Komyoji, laughing again, asked: "How can you understand it) if
you can't read?"	,    '     '

